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By Michael Yates

Armley Press, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.A dead author dictates his novel to a friend. A loser in love tries plastic surgery. A boy
comes home early to discover his father s infidelity. A born-again Christian takes a lesson from
Chairman Mao. A drug addict s dead parents come to visit. A have-a-go hero becomes an internet
villain. A murderer s dad counts his blessings. And the dead find themselves on a very slow train
journey. Amusing and ironic, scary and sad. Just half a dozen of a score of short stories in 20
Stories High by Michael Yates. A rich and rewarding assortment of treats! These immensely
satisfying stories are stylish, spirited, wise, playful and entirely compelling. - Jim Crace, prize-
winning novelist This is an imaginative, well-written and entertaining collection of tales of the
unexpected. The style is consistently ironic and amusing and the author explores the modern world
from a variety of oblique and unusual angles, impressing the reader with a strong sense of the
quirkiness of human existence. - Philip Andrews, thriller writer and lecturer in journalism Wry and
terse, the taut stories of Michael Yates bristle...
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This pdf will not be straightforward to get started on studying but really exciting to read. it absolutely was writtern really perfectly and useful. I am just very
happy to tell you that this is basically the finest publication i actually have study during my personal daily life and may be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Miss La vonne Gr a dy II--  Miss La vonne Gr a dy II

A very great ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It can be packed with wisdom and knowledge I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this
publication to learn.
-- Elena  McLa ug hlin-- Elena  McLa ug hlin
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